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With delightful illustrations and fascinating facts aimed at young readers, this children’s book
explores the natural world of riverbanks. Have you ever wondered how and why beavers build
their dams, how otters live, or how frogs come to be? Now you can find out! This charming
picture book teaches young children what it’s like to be an animal living on and in the water. With
each turn of the page, this volume reveals dozens of adorable illustrations, educational captions,
and vocabulary words. From beavers and otters to snakes, frogs, newts, and more, children will
love learning all about these busy aquatic animals and the amazing lives they live! This is a fixed-
format ebook, which preserves the design and layout of the original print book

A really excellent introduction to foraging the perfect beginner's book providing enough ID,
background and general foraging information to get anyone started. --Galloway Wild Foods --
This text refers to the paperback edition.Book DescriptionHarvest wild plants, herbs, fruits, nuts,
mushrooms, seaweeds, and shellfish with this comprehensive and well-illustrated introduction to
foraging. --This text refers to the paperback edition.From the Back CoverForaging for wild food is
more and more popular as people become increasingly interested in eating local food
uncontaminated by chemicals. You'd be surprised at the bounty of wild food you can find
practically on your doorstep—some native plants, some escapees from ancient gardens and all
delicious.Most of these foods are within easy reach—however, you've got to know what you're
looking for, where to go and when. Arranged in a directory of categories divided into wild plants,
herbs, fruits, nuts, mushrooms, seaweeds and shellfish, this book has all the information you
need to help you identify a wholesome and natural food store, all for free. Hints on how to gather,
store, prepare and eat your foraged bounty are also included, along with advice on
seasonality.DAVID SQUIRE has a lifetime's experience with plants. He studied botany and
gardening at Hertfordshire College of Horticulture and at the Royal Horticultural Society's garden
at Wisley, Surrey. Throughout his gardening and journalistic career, David has written more than
80 books on plants and gardening. He also has a passionate interest in the uses of native plants,
whether for eating and survival, or for their historical roles in medicine, folklore and customs.'A
really excellent introduction to foraging—the perfect beginner's book providing enough ID,
background and general foraging information to get anyone started.'—GALLOWAY WILD
FOODS--This text refers to the paperback edition.About the AuthorDavid Squire has worked for
many years as a gardening writer and editor. He has contributed to numerous gardening
magazines and is the author (or co-author) of more than 80 gardening and plant-related books.
His books include four titles in the Home Gardener's Specialist Guide series from Fox Chapel
Publishing, plus The Scented Garden (Orion) which won the "Quill and Trowel Award" of the
Garden Writers of America.David trained as a horticulturist at the Hertfordshire College of



Agriculture and at the Royal Horticultural Society, where he was awarded the Wisley Diploma in
Horticulture. He was awarded an N.K. Gould Memorial Prize for his collection of herbarium
specimens of native British plants. In 2005, this collection of plants was accepted by the Booth
Museum of Natural History to become library and museum exhibits.He has a passionate interest
in the uses of native plants, whether for eating and survival, or for their historical roles in
medicine, folklore and customs.--This text refers to the paperback edition.Read more
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Self-SufficiencyForaging forWild FoodsSelf-SufficiencyForaging forWild FoodsDavid
SquirePublished 2016—IMM Lifestyle BooksIMM Lifestyle Books are distributed in the UK by
Grantham Book Service.In North America, IMM Lifestyle Books are distributed byFox Chapel
Publishing1970 Broad StreetEast Petersburg, PA 17520Copyright © 2009, 2016 text: David
SquireCopyright © 2009, 2016 illustrations: IMM Lifestyle BooksCopyright © 2009, 2016 IMM
Lifestyle BooksDavid Squire has asserted his moral right to be identified as the author of this
work.All rights reserved. No part of this publication may be reproduced, stored in a retrieval
system or transmitted in any form or by any means, electronic, mechanical, photocopying,
recording or otherwise, without the prior written permission of the publishers and copyright
holders.10 9 8 7 6 5 4 3 2 1Printed in ChinaThe author and publishers have made every effort to
ensure that all information given in this book is safe and accurate, but they cannot accept liability
for any resulting injury or loss or damage to either property or person, whether direct or
consequential or however arising.CONTENTSIntroductionForaging directoryEdible wild
plantsPopular wayside kitchen herbsWild fruitsWild nutsMushrooms, truffles and other edible
fungiSeaweedsShellfishGlossaryFurther readingIndexINTRODUCTIONIt is impossible to know
exactly when our ancestors became foragers but it certainly began in Africa among our bipedal
ancestors, long before the successful exodus of our species into other parts of the world some
80,000 years ago.Later, hunter-gatherers in groups of 10 to 50 were adept at living off the land,
surviving on animals they hunted as well as eating leaves, berries, roots, fruits and nuts. They
wandered the land in search of seasonal food, sometimes following migratory herds, while
coastal peoples used the resources offered by the sea.This wandering slowly ceased about
10,000 years ago when wild grasses and some animals were domesticated. And with this
greater and more reliable flow of food, people ceased to move on continuously; instead they
began living in larger groups and started to multiply faster.Today, most people (certainly in the
developed West) get their food from tenuous supply lines steeped in strict financial dictates
rather than from local farms and market gardens. This is an eventual recipe for disaster, as many
foragers have realized. By becoming a forager – as well as perhaps starting to grow some of
your own vegetables and fruit – you will be countering this trend and getting back to the basics of
life.Plant conservationThe need to conserve and protect native plants for future generations is a
responsibility we must all take seriously. Each year, hundreds of species of wild plants around
the world are lost to us through habitat loss, greed on the part of some plant collectors and
through ignorance. Whatever the cause, this trend needs to be halted. Apart from local fields,
roadsides and hedges, many other man-made places provide homes to plants. Towpaths along
canals dug centuries ago are full of plants, while disused railways provide not only footpaths and
cycle trails but have become ribbons of flourishing plant life. Banking alongside motorways also
gives protection to plants, but plants along busy roads cannot be foraged for obvious reasons –
the dangers of pollution and fast-moving traffic.How the plants are arrangedThis forager’s



handbook is organized to enable readers to gain instant information. It is divided into seven
parts:• Edible wild plants, include Chickweed, Dandelions and Stinging Nettles, which are often
the bane of gardeners.• Popular wayside kitchen herbs are often escapees from earlier herb
gardens. These include Caraway, Fennel and Spearmint.• Wild fruits can still be found in the
wild, in spite of the fact that many are widely grown as cultivated fruits. These include
Blackcurrants, Cranberries and Gooseberries.• Wild Nuts, borne by trees such as Beech, Hazel
and Oak, are edible and collectable. You might also see them growing in hedgerows.•
Mushrooms, truffles and other edible fungi can be gathered and eaten. Most grow at soil-level,
some on trees and a few under ground. For safety’s sake, careful identification of all fungi is
absolutely necessary.• Seaweeds are gathered along shorelines or just beneath low water and
provide highly nutritious meals.• Shellfish, including Clams, Cockles and Winkles, can be
collected from the wild.The use of common and botanical namesPlants are arranged in
alphabetical order according to their most popular common name within each chapter and the
botanical name follows its common one. Additionally, because plants (as well as shellfish) are
often native to wide areas of the world, they may have gathered many more common names,
which are also listed. Therefore, if you only know the common name of a particular plant or
shellfish you will be able to find it in the index and then establish where it is described and
illustrated. Additionally, where earlier botanical names are still used, these will be included as
well – a great help where plants are known and identified through earlier floras and gardening
books.Most native plants have a multitude of common names but, surprisingly, coastal plants
such as Sea Purslane have fewer variations than plants that populate inland habitats. It is
significant that plants notorious for their invasive habits, such as Ground Elder, have an
abundance of common names throughout their habitats.Foraging codeThese simple guidelines
will make a big difference to plant life in your area.* Do not strip plants of all their leaves, fruits or
nuts. Gather a few leaves or fruits or nuts from each plant. Use a knife or scissors to remove
them cleanly. Harvest fungi by carefully twisting the stem and then pulling slightly.* Do not
remove flowers from annual or biennial plants as the plant relies on these parts to produce new
plants and fruits for the following year.* Do not dig up plants – it’s illegal.* When searching for a
plant, do not trample over surrounding plants as you may destroy them.* Be aware of the fact
that many species of plants are endangered and rare. Gather only those that you know grow in
abundance, and do not over-forage. Leave most plants where you find them in order to benefit
wild animals and insects.Correct identificationIt is essential to know precisely what you are
gathering in order to avoid poisonous plants, and this applies equally to leafy wayside plants as
well as to fungi. Therefore, always be certain about the plants you gather and, if in doubt, leave
them alone.Correctly identifying and gathering plants are skills that take time to acquire. Where
to look, the time of year the plants are available, and what parts to gather and eat safely are the
main questions asked by foragers. But there are also issues of legality that need to be
addressed when collecting plants from the wild (see below).Try to begin foraging with someone
who knows what they are doing; learning by observing on the spot with a knowledgeable guide



is the best way to acquire safe foraging skills.Questions of legalityIn many countries, wild plants
are protected in law and uprooting native plants is illegal, unless permission is first gained from
the landowner or occupier. Additionally, permission is especially required to forage for wild
plants in nature reserves, in national parks, on land owned by national land organizations and
land owned by military establishments.Wayside plants have long escaped the legality question
and foragers are usually free to remove (in moderate amounts) flowers, leaves, fruits (berries
and nuts) and fungi from verges and banks alongside town and country roads. Path edges can
also be legally foraged.Remember that foraging just a few plants for your own personal use is
usually not a problem, but creating an industry from your gathering is questionable, and you
would certainly need permission from the landowner or occupier.Occasionally you will come
across signs that say ‘Trespassers will be prosecuted’. The intentions and liabilities of such signs
vary from one country to another and it has been suggested that they are meaningless in law
unless actual damage is committed. However, to avoid problems arising needlessly, gain
permission before foraging on private land. Always ask yourself if the land belonged to you,
would you want people walking over it without permission?Ensuring plants are cleanThere are
many ways that wild plants can become contaminated, so take care:• Plants alongside roads are
frequently coated by petrol and diesel fumes.• Wild animals and dogs are inclined to urinate on
easily reached plants. Large-leaved plants alongside footpaths are especially at risk from dogs.•
Chemical sprays can contaminate wild plants that grow close to crops. Increasingly, however,
farmers are leaving wider areas around cultivated crops to encourage wildlife – especially bees
and other insects.After gatheringApart from identifying and gathering plants safely, getting them
home intact requires care. Leaves need a wide basket that does not constrict them. Berries and
nuts, however, need containers that can be closed to prevent them spilling and rolling out.Cover
your basket to prevent the sun and wind from drying your gatherings, and wash and dry leaves
(if dirty) as soon as you get them home. Place them in a cool shaded room, away from direct and
strong sunlight. Some plants and fruits do not require washing and this is explained in the text for
each plant.Foraging directoryEdible wild plantsPopular wayside kitchen herbsWild fruitsWild
nutsMushrooms, truffles and other edible fungiSeaweedsShellfishThe following pages provide
an extensive directory of plants (and some shellfish) that can be foraged. Over 100 species,
both wild and escapees from gardens are included, along with tips on identification, where to
find them, what and when to harvest and how to prepare and use the plant (or shellfish).Edible
wild plantsThe major wild plants for foraging are represented here. Some are becoming rare in
the wild – even though they’ve been widely and intensively cultivated for centuries – so when
foraging treat these rarer species, and all plants for that matter, with respect and restraint.Among
the wild plants fit for foraging are the ancestors of many of our modern-day vegetables. One of
these is Wild Cabbage (see page 36); over several centuries and with careful selection by seed
companies, it has yielded brassicas as diverse as Brussels Sprouts and Cauliflowers, as well as
Cabbages, Kohlrabi and Broccoli. Similarly, Spinach Beet (see page 37) has left a legacy of
vegetables, some with large and nutrition-packed swollen roots for feeding cattle, others useful



for processing into sugar, as well as succulent and richly colourful roots for adding to salads.In
earlier centuries, because of their value as food crops, many native European plants were
introduced to other countries by settlers. Most plants survived and flourished in these new
habitats and in some cases were too successful. In New Zealand, for instance, introduced
Watercress has become a serious problem when it blocks waterways.Asparagus (Asparagus
officinalis)Also known as: Common Asparagus, Wild AsparagusA delicious and distinctive
perennial with spreading roots that allow it to produce new stems each year. There are two forms
and only the upright one, growing up to about 1.5 m (5 ft), is abundant enough to be gathered.
Its stiff stems are generously clad in needle-like cladodes – botanically speaking, flattened leaf-
like stems – and from a distance have a fern-like appearance. Male flowers (yellow, tinged red at
base) and female (yellow to whitish-green) are usually borne on separate plants from early to
late summer. Round, red berries about 6 mm (¼ in) wide appear slightly later.The upright form
(A. o. ssp. officinalis) is native to the warmer parts of Europe, Asia and North Africa, as well as
naturalized in parts of North America. It has been introduced into many other countries for
cultivation as a food plant, from where it has escaped.You’ll find it: in grassy areas, especially in
coastal regions, on cliffs or in dunes and where the soil is light and well drained.Spears: edible
parts of asparagus are the spear-like young shoots that appear in spring and through early or
mid-summer. Asparagus in the wild is not so large and prolific as that grown in vegetable
gardens that can be cut when about 23 cm (9 in) high.Harvesting the spears: only harvest in
areas where there is a plentiful supply of spears (it is scarce in some areas). Where there are
sufficient spears to harvest, use a long-bladed knife to cut the base just below soil-level.Using
the spears: wash and re-cut the bases, then either steam or poach in water until just tender.
Asparagus spears are versatile in the kitchen and can be used in many dishes, including
fondues, risottos, quiches, soups and salads. Asparagus is also delicious steamed and served
simply, either drizzled with melted butter, vinaigrette or a hollandaise sauce.Chickweed (Stellaria
media)Also known as: Chicken’s Meat, Chickenweed, StitchwortBirds and chickens love to peck
at the flowers and seeds of this widespread and abundant sprawling annual, which persists
throughout winter in mild climates. It spreads and forms masses of leaves on weak stems that
creep over the soil, forming clumps up to 35 cm (14 in) but usually less.The plant produces
white, star-like flowers about 9 mm (⅜ in) across throughout the year, but mainly in summer.
With a cosmopolitan nature, it is found throughout the world; indeed, claims have been made
that it is the most widespread and abundant of all wild plants.You’ll find it: on bare ground,
especially in light, cultivated soil where seeds quickly germinate and create carpets of leaves,
stems and flowers.Leaves: the abundant soft, bright green oval leaves clasp stems; as they age,
they become darker and tougher.Harvesting the leaves: if tugged sharply, whole stems complete
with soil-covered roots are pulled up, so use sharp scissors to cut off only the young, leaf-clad
stems. If they appear dirty, wash and allow to dry.Using the leaves: young leaves have a mild
flavour and can be eaten raw in salads, when they are at their best. Young stems are just as
tender as the leaves and can also be eaten, although some people remove them. Add the leaves



to scrambled eggs, use in soups or gently soften in butter which makes their flavour resemble
spring spinach.In times of scarcity, Chickweed seeds have been ground to a fine powder and
used to make bread or to thicken soups; the leaves were picked, dried and infused in boiling
water to make a tea.Chicory (Cichorium intybus)Also known as: Barbe-de-Capuchin, Blue Daisy,
Blue Endive, Blue-sailors, Bunk, Coffee Weed, Common Chicory, Succory, Wild Succory,
WitloofA well-known perennial with a long taproot and stiffly erect, grooved stems to 90 cm (3 ft),
chicory is native to many regions – much of Europe, western Asia and North Africa. It has been
introduced to eastern Asia, North and South America, South Africa, Australia and New Zealand.
The roots are eaten as a vegetable, the leaves used in salads and flowers as a garnish. The
roots are also used as a coffee substitute.You’ll find it: in grassy areas and on wasteland,
especially on chalk, alongside old vegetable gardens and allotments and near derelict country
cottages.Roots, leaves and flower heads: the light-brown roots are 45 cm (18 in) or more long
when in light, deeply cultivated soil and somewhat shorter when growing in heavy soil. Basal
leaves above the root’s top are spear-shaped and stalkless while upper ones clasp upright, stiff
stems. Stems bear azure-blue daisy-like flowers from early summer to early autumn.Harvesting
roots and leaves: roots are best dug up in late autumn, when the leaves are dying down.
However, unless you have permission from the landowner, it is illegal to dig up plants growing in
the wild. Pick young, fresh leaves for salads, washing and drying before using. Flowers, for
garnish, should be picked when young and fresh.Using the roots and leaves: apart from a coffee
substitute, roots can be grated and added to salads, or eaten as a cooked vegetable; reduce
their bitterness by boiling for the second time in fresh water. Some people, however, prefer the
bitter taste.Using the leaves: add to summer salads.Chicory coffee To use as a coffee substitute,
clean, peel and chop up the roots into 7.5 cm (3 in) long pieces, then roast under a grill until
deep brown, firm and crisp. When completely cool, grind the crisp roots in a coffee grinder or
food processor to form coffee-like granules or powder. Chicory is highly prized in some countries
as it produces a coffee with a deep colour and does not contain caffeine. Occasionally, it is
blended with ‘true’ coffee.Comfrey (Symphytum officinale)Also known as: Back-wort, Boneset,
Bruisewort, Church Bells, Common Comfrey, Healing Herb, Knitbone, PigweedGrowing 1.2 m (4
ft) high, Comfrey is a bushy herbaceous perennial famed for its ability to grow in low
temperatures and its prodigious yield of leaves, which are used to feed cattle. Its cream-white,
mauve, yellowish-white or pink bell-shaped flowers are borne in clusters during late spring and
early summer. Native to much of Europe and Asia, it has been taken to other countries, including
North America, as animal fodder and has escaped into the wild and become naturalized.In
addition to its fodder qualities, comfrey is widely recommended in country cures, including
reducing pain, healing broken bones, as a poultice and to relieve coughs.You’ll find it: especially
in damp areas alongside wet ditches, streams and rivers; also at the edges of fields where it was
once cultivated.Leaves: masses of broad, spear-shaped, hairy-surfaced, mid-green leaves up to
25 cm (10 in) long.Harvesting the leaves: cut young leaves from plants and wash before
use.Using the leaves: when dipped in batter and fried, Comfrey is claimed to be one of the



tastiest delights for foragers. The stems and leaves can be boiled in the same way as cabbage.
The older leaves have as much flavour as younger ones in cooked dishes, but the young leaves
are picked in spring to add to salads.Comfrey soup• Make a white sauce as a base, using 25 g
(1 oz) margarine or butter, 25 g (1 oz) plain flour and 600 ml (20 fl oz) milk.• Then add 3–4 tbsp
of finely chopped comfrey leaves, which have first been lightly cooked in butter as you would
spinach.• Add a crumbled stock cube (chicken or vegetable) and 300 ml (10 fl oz) water to the
soup, then correct the seasonings to taste. Bring the soup to a gentle boil and stir for a few
minutes before serving with crusty bread or croutons.Curled Dock (Rumex crispus)Also known
as: Curly Dock, Narrow-leaf Dock, Sour Dock, Yellow DockAn upright herbaceous perennial that
grows to about 1 m (3½ ft) with stems of densely clustered tiny flowers from early summer to
mid-autumn that turn a rich brown after they start to produce seeds. The shiny brown seeds have
a covering that allows them to float on water as well as to be caught in wool and animal fur,
enabling plants to spread easily and rapidly. Indeed, in some areas this plant is treated as a pest
as it invades cultivated crops.It is widely seen in Europe and Africa, as well as spreading to other
regions, including North America, where it is naturalized in some areas.You’ll find it: in a wide
range of habitats, including shingle beaches, sand dunes, on wasteland, cultivated soil, and in
grassy areas.Leaves: dark green, lance-shaped and wavy edged. Unlike some docks, the lower
leaves are not distinctively heart-shaped at their bases.Harvesting the leaves: preferably cut
when the leaves are young, at the base, and use immediately before they flag and become
limp.Using the leaves: add fresh young leaves to salads – wash and dry first to ensure they are
not contaminated by animals. Old leaves are usually too bitter to be eaten fresh, but can be
boiled in several changes of water to make them palatable; use these as a green
vegetable.Young leaves are often cooked like spinach to accompany ham or bacon; either
blanch the leaves quickly in a little water or sauté with a small knob of butter, then add a tiny
amount of vinegar and season with salt and pepper.Edible docks Several related species are
ideal for foraging, including Sorrel (see page 33). Other docks include Rumex obtusifolius, the
Broad-leaved Dock, with leaves that can be eaten when young but are usually more bitter than
Curled Dock. It is also known as Butter Dock because its long, broad leaves were used to wrap
around butter to keep it cool and fresh.Monk’s rhubarb (Rumex alpinus, earlier known as Rumex
pseudo-alpinus) is native to central and southern Europe and parts of Asia; in the Middle Ages it
was used as a pot herb, when young leaves were eaten fresh. It is now naturalized in many
countries, including North America.Dandelion (Taraxacum officinale)Also known as: Clock
Flower, Clocks and Watches, Common DandelionThis well-known perennial can be foraged for
its leaves and for the roots that make a passable substitute coffee. Flowers are golden-yellow,
often 5 cm (2 in) or more across and borne singly at the tops of hollow, soft stems. A truly
cosmopolitan plant, Dandelion is abundant throughout the Northern Hemisphere. Additionally, it
has been taken to many other regions as a food plant, where it has become naturalized.You’ll
find it: in meadows, pastures, lawns, wasteground, gardens and alongside roads.Leaves and
roots: light green leaves, 25 cm (10 in) long that develop from the plant’s base and reveal deeply



indented edges.Harvesting leaves and roots: snap off or cut young leaves from near the base;
towards the end of summer they toughen and are less appetizing. Harvest roots in autumn when
fat and starting to harden. They are so common that you may well be able to dig them from your
own garden. Avoid those along country paths and roadsides, since they may be contaminated
by dogs and exhaust fumes respectively.Using leaves and roots: add young leaves to salads;
wash thoroughly then trim off stem bases. By picking from young plants, it is possible to have
salad leaves all summer. Crispy bacon pieces added to a dandelion salad makes a delicious
combination. To make coffee, gather roots, wash and trim tops and bottoms. Do not peel, just
brush under a tap until clean. Place in full sun to dry, then roast in a moderate oven until brittle.
Grind coarsely. Many believe it is almost undistinguishable from real coffee, with the bonus of
not containing caffeine.A feast of possibilitiesDandelions offer foragers even more prizes: in
early summer young roots can be boiled and added to salads, while young flower buds can be
eaten fresh in salads or boiled. Mature flowers can be cooked in batter or used to brew
dandelion wine (there are numerous recipes to be found in old cookery books and on the
web).Fat Hen (Chenopodium album)Also known as: Bacon Weed, Frost-blite, Goosefoot,
Lamb’s Quarters, Meal-weed, Pigweed, Wild Spinach, White GoosefootThis common annual
grows up to 60 cm (2 ft) high, from widely scattered seeds produced by flowers that appear from
early summer to mid-autumn. This unprepossessing plant has filled stomachs since early man
roamed the landscape. It is widespread in Europe and Asia, North and South Africa, Australia
and North America. It spreads readily and creates colonies.You’ll find it: on wasteland as well as
in cultivated soil, along the edges of fields, on rubbish heaps and the sides of ditches. It is
abundant on disturbed soil especially that which is friable and moisture-retentive, where the
seeds germinate easily and young plants grow.Leaves and seeds: pale greyish-green leaves are
usually lance-shaped but can be variable and with a diamond outline. Young leaves have a
mealy-white covering, and rise directly from main stems that are usually green but sometimes
reddish. The leaves are rich in iron, vitamins and calcium. The small black round or kidney-
shaped seeds are tightly clustered in spikes towards the top of stems. Individual plants can
produce as many as 75,000 seeds.Harvesting and using leaves and seeds: gather young leaves
and shoots in spring and early summer for cooking like spinach; use as a green vegetable or
add to soups. Alternatively, use fresh in salads. Later in summer, young leaves can be used in a
similar way; with age, those lower down become bitter and unpalatable. When gathering seeds,
cut off entire stems with their seeds attached and put the heads upside down in a paper bags.
Seeds will eventually fall off and can be gathered and used, either as a cereal or ground into a
black flour and made into bread, which is highly nutritious.Good King Henry (Chenopodium
bonus-henricus)Also known as: All Good, Goosefoot, Lancashire Asparagus, Mercury, Perennial
Goosefoot, Wild SpinachThis erect herbaceous perennial grows to 50 cm (20 in) high, with a
bushy and slightly spreading nature, and is popular as a green vegetable. From late spring to
mid-summer plants develop tapering and pyramidal heads of small green flowers. It is native to
Europe and Asia, and has also been introduced as a food plant to many countries, including



North America. The plant has become naturalized and widespread in many countries.You’ll find
it: around old gardens, fields and allotments, along the sides of country roads and especially in
areas close to old cottages where it might earlier have been cultivated. It likes fertile, moisture-
retentive soil.Leaves: normally up to 10 cm (4 in) long and clustered around upright stems, the
leaves are somewhat fleshy, triangular-shaped and a lustrous green.Harvesting the leaves: cut
the leaves while young, throughout the summer, severing them at the base. Although it has a
succulent nature, leaves soon go limp once picked, therefore do not pick more leaves than you
can use that same day.
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Mary Elizabeth Mitchell, “Very useful and clear and lightweight to take on a foraging walk..
Simple and helpful.  Applicable information.  Easy to carry with you.  Light weight I. My backpack.”

Diane M Bajus, “Great book!. Great book!”

SHARON B., “I want to live in the country again in the .... I want to live in the country again in the
future and be able to take advantage of food that may be growing naturally on my land.”

Sassy Rue, “Great information. This book was exactly what I was looking for. Detailed and very
descriptive.  Loved the color photos as it will really be helpful in identification.”

Bshf, “Five Stars. Great book!! Excellent information! Thank you!”

dc2see, “Foraging. A simple to understand text, with detailed drawings. I like the color and the
tips that are added in the content.  A good book for a novice and the experienced forager.”

lfinch, “awesome resource!. I love Dave Canterbury! Great resource!”

Rocks, “Nice little book. Bought this for my daughter as we are staring to take more of an interest
in foraging. A nice size to carry around and some good information. The information is set out in
sections of flowers, plants, mushrooms, etc which makes things easy to find. It would be handy
to perhaps have a section of seasons and when to look out for the things shown in the book so
you can find at a glance in the season you are in? I also thought it would be handy to have info
on "lookalike" plants / flowers that can possibly be harmful or state that there are no lookalikes
(they do with the mushrooms). Overall, we have found the book useful but I would always do
research on different sources just to make sure we are foraging the right things. :)”

Alex Turner, “Not the best book but has the basics. Tells you what to keep an eye out for rather
then ID's and that. So knowing what the book is covering makes it more useful, although once
you know the IDs then the book is redundant?”

J Brads, “Great gift. I brought this book as a secret santa gift and when I flicked through it had
some really good tips and tricks for foraging. The recepient was very happy with it and I know it's
already come in useful when looking for mushrooms - would recommend as it's a lovely little
book”

MissLP, “Worth buying and using. This book is so good.Just shows what we can eat from the
wild if we did but know. Get this book. Fantastic”



Alma Boulton., “All good! Recommend!. Love it! Nice clear pictures for a beginner!”

The book by David Squire has a rating of  5 out of 4.6. 530 people have provided feedback.
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